AGREEMENT ON THE INTERNATIONAL CARRIAGE OF PERISHABLE FOODSTUFFS AND ON THE SPECIAL EQUIPMENT TO BE USED FOR SUCH CARRIAGE (ATP) CONCLUDED AT GENEVA ON 1 SEPTEMBER 1970

CORRIGENDUM TO DEPOSITARY NOTIFICATION C.N.131.1994.TREATIES-1 OF 15 JUNE 1994

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as depositary, communicates the following:

In the annex attached to C.N.131.1994.TREATIES-1 of 15 June 1994, paragraph 4, II of the English text, under the heading "Maximum temperature", should be corrected to read as follows:

"+6 C or at temperature indicated on the label or on transport documents."

23 February 1995

Attention: Treaty Services of Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of international organizations concerned
143 MEMBER STATES plus 6 NON-MEMBERS

AFGHANISTAN  ETHIOPIA  MICRONESIA  SRI LANKA
ANGOLA     FIJI       MONGOLIA     SUDAN
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA  FINLAND   MOZAMBIQUE  SURINAME
ARMENIA     GAMBIA   MYANMAR     SWAZILAND
AUSTRALIA   GEORGIA  NAMIBIA     SWEDEN
AUSTRIA     GERMANY  NEPAL       SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
AZERBAIJAN  GHANA    NETHERLANDS TAJIKISTAN
BAHAMAS     GREECE    NEW ZEALAND THAILAND
Bahrain     GRENADA  NICARAGUA  THE FORMER YUGOSLAV
BANGLADESH  GUATEMALA NIGERIA    REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
BARBADOS    GUYANA    NORWAY     TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
BELARUS     HONDURAS  OMAN       TURKEY
BELIZE      HUNGARY  PAKISTAN     TURKMENISTAN
BHUTAN      ICELAND  PAPUA NEW GUINEA UGANDA
BOLIVIA     INDIA    PERU       UKRAINE
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA  INDONESIA  PHILIPPINES UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
BOTSWANA   IRAN      POLAND     UNITED KINGDOM
BRAZIL      IRAQ      PORTUGAL    UNITED REPUBLIC
BRUNEI DARUSSALAM  IRELAND  QATAR      OF TANZANIA
BULGARIA    ISRAEL    REPUBLIC OF KOREA UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CANADA      JAMAICA  REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA URUGUAY
CHILE       JAPAN     RUSSIAN FEDERATION UZBEKISTAN
CHINA       JORDAN    SAINT KITTS AND EAST TIMOR
COLOMBIA    KAZAKHSTAN SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES YEMEN
COSTA RICA  KENYA     SAUDI ARABIA YUGOSLAVIA
CROATIA     KUWAIT    SEYCHELLES ZAMBIA
CUBA        KYRGYZSTAN LIBYA      ZIMBABWE
CYPRUS      LATVIA    LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA
CZECH REPUBLIC  LESOTHO  LIECHTENSTEIN
DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S LIBERIA     LITHUANIA      COOK ISLANDS
REPUBLIC OF KOREA  LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA RUSSIA    KIRIBATI
DENMARK     LIECHTENSTEIN MALAWI      SINGAPORE
DOMINICA    MALAYSIA  MALDIVES     SLOVAKIA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC MALTA       MALDIVES     SLOVENIA
ECUADOR     MARSHALL ISLANDS MALTA       SOLOMON ISLANDS
EGYPT       MAURITIUS  MARSHALL ISLANDS SOMALIA
EL SALVADOR  MEXICO     MEXICO     MEXICO
ERITREA
ESTONIA
ALSO SENT TO:

- The Chief, Distribution Section, Publishing Division, DCS, Room NL-316 (65 copies, English and French, for distribution to the Information Centres)
- Monsieur le Juriste principal, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland
- The Law Librarian, UNCITRAL, Vienna International Centre, P.O. Box 500, A-1400 Vienna, Austria
- Monsieur le Greffier de la Cour internationale de Justice, Palais de la Paix, 2517 KJ La Haye, Netherlands
- The Legal Counsel, Office of Legal Affairs, Room S-3427C
- The Chief, Treaty Section, Office of Legal Affairs, Room S-3200
- The Chief, Transport Division, ECE, Geneva, Switzerland
- Professor David L. Harris, LL.M., Ph.D., Editor, Index of Multilateral Treaties, University of Nottingham, Treaty Centre, University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, United Kingdom
- Professor Igor I. Kavass, Legal Information Center, School of Law, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37240
- Marilou M. Righini, International Legal Materials, American Society of International Law, 2223 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20008-2864
- UN/SA Collection, Office B.127, United Nations Office, Geneva, Switzerland